
www.targit.com/becomepartner

TARGIT has a rich partner network, in many industries, with more 
than 302 partners supporting the TARGIT Decision Suite throughout 
the world.

TARGIT works closely with our partners to create a valuable 
network of business intelligence and analytics expertise with one of 
the market’s leading solutions.

Gain insight into new and emerging trends, access to training, and 
programs designed specifically for your expertise in your vertical. 
TARGIT works to increase your sales and your reach.

Our partnership programs are flexible and we work with you to 
determine the optimal strategy for bringing value to your customers.

WHY PARTNER WITH TARGIT?

Bring actionable insight to your customers 
faster than ever with Best in Class  
business intelligence and analytics 

Strengthen your vertical focus through 
customized industry solutions  

Build revenue with the  

Joint Value Creation Program

TARGIT is looking for partners who share our passion
for building data-driven organizations, and want to bring the value

of self-service business intelligence and analytics to business users.

Partner with  
TARGIT to build a  
best-in-class  
business intelligence 
practice

“ TARGIT’s technology offers customers the 
     critical ability to analyze and compare data 
     from a multitude of resources.

JOHN BOLLING, SENIOR DIRECTOR OF SALES AT CDK 
     GLOBAL HEAVY EQUIPMENT  



www.targit.com/becomepartner

THERE’S A FIT FOR EVERYONE

A few of the many members of the 
TARGIT partner program

TARGIT RESELLERS
Resell TARGIT software  
for different verticals,  

implement solutions, and 
support customers.

OEM PARTNERS
Embed TARGIT into their  

own software applications, 
making analytics easier  

for their customers.

ALLIANCE PARTNERS
Share TARGIT’s passion  
for business intelligence 

and recommend  
solutions to others.

TECH PARTNERS
Provide solutions that 
complement TARGIT  

to streamline development 
and performance.

ABOUT TARGIT

TARGIT is the software company behind TARGIT Decision 
Suite, the business intelligence and analytics solution for all 
business users. With an emphasis on people, it is our mission 
to transform entire organizations by revealing actionable 
insights for everyone to make better and faster decisions. 
The unique combination of our patented technology, proven 
methodology, and dedicated employees and partners is what 

enables us to help organizations around the world perform 
their best. We are recognized as a top player in the industry by 
Gartner and BARC, and after 30 years in business, we are proud 
to have almost 500,000 decision-makers wake up to actionable 
insights from the platform every day. TARGIT gives companies 
the courage to act. Learn more about us at www.targit.com and 
follow us on twitter @targit.

VERTICAL
Wine Manufacturing 
& Distribution
Business Impact is a custom consultancy 
and software company dedicated to 
helping customers unlock the value in their 
IT systems. Their business intelligence for 
wineries provide specific data analyses 
and reports to drill deeper into brands, 
location appellation, vintage, and varietals.

VERTICAL
Food & Beverage 
Manufacturers
Winfosoft is a Microsoft ERP Gold Certified 
Partner for Microsoft Dynamics AX and 
Microsoft CRM. They offer a powerful 
set of applications and services for food 
and beverage manufacturers, providing 
industry experience in the creation 
of strategic, operational, and tactical 
dashboards, analyses, and reports. 

VERTICAL
Heavy Equipment
CDK Global works with Heavy 
Equipment dealers – Construction 
Equipment and Farm Equipment 
– to create comprehensive Dealer
Management Software, Customer
Relationship Management (CRM),
OEM Communications and Network
Services that help dealers optimize
their operations. Their BI offers real-
time reporting.


